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Abstract 
With highly controllable optical field confinement, subwavelength-scale structures are 

capable of manipulating light behavior at UV, visible, and IR wavelengths.  This light 

manipulation further enables ones to improve performance of optical devices such as 

lasers, photovoltaics, and detectors.  In this dissertation, two applications of such 

subwavelength-scale cavities for improved optical performance will be introduced.  

First, the lasing threshold and optical property of photonic crystal microdisk lasers is 

improved in the presence of dielectric nanostructures, and the design concept of the 

nanostructure further paves the way toward higher efficiency microcavity lasers as light 

sources for photonic integrated circuits.  Secondly, several designed plasmonic 

nanocavities will be presented in this thesis for spectrum filtering.  These plasmonic 

nanostructures enable ones to achieve multifunctional structural color filters with high 

efficiency (>60%), good color purity (linewidth<70nm), and robust angular response 

(80).  The proposed plasmonic nanostructures have great potential for structural 

color filtering in LCD TV displays to further allow highly efficient displays with 

sharper colors and ultra-small pixel sizes.  The proposed plasmonic nanocavities also 

open up the opportunity for a wide variety of applications such as photovoltaics, 

nanocavity emitters, miniature hyperspectral imaging, and high sensitivity index 

sensors.
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Chapter 1  Introduction 
  

1.1 Background of subwavelength scale cavities 

In 19th century, two French scientists Alfred Perot and Charles Fabry invented the 

Fabry-Perot interferometer.  Since then, this design has shown great precision of size 

measurement, wavelength comparison, and a wide range of applications in metrology 

and spectroscopy.  Fabry-Perot cavities were also demonstrated to be good resonators 

for optical wave.  In 1960s, the first open-sided Fabry-Perot optical resonators were 

demonstrated experimentally 1.  Based on the optical resonator concept, many 

researchers such as Charles Hard Townes, Arthur Leonard Schawlow, Prokhorov, and 

Gordon Gould were able to invent the LASER.  Moreover, optical resonators have 

shown to have very strong field enhancement within the cavities.  Such strong light 

intensity enabled many phenomena that had not been observed in free space optics 

before.  

 

From 2000s until now, in order to further enhance the field intensity within cavities, 

scaling down the physical dimension of optical cavities 2-6 has become one of the 

important research directions in photonics and optics society.  Subwavelength cavities 

can be classified into two main categories in terms of the material: dielectric-based 
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cavities and metal-dielectric-based cavities.  Dielectric-based cavities are cavities built 

using material with low loss and high indices (refractive index > 1) and are able to 

achieve high-quality-factor modes.  The most popular cavities in this category are 

photonic crystals (PhC) nanocavities7-10, nanowire cavities11, 12, and disk cavities7, 13, 14. 

 

On the other hand, metal-dielectric-based cavities including metal-enclosure cavities 15, 

16 and plasmonic cavities 5, 17-21 have also gained lots of interest. The former type of 

cavities uses metal as broadband reflectors in order to reduce radiation loss of the 

optical cavities.  Metal-encapsulated nanocavities have led to development of next 

generation optoelectronic devices, such as miniature lasers and single photon sources.   

The latter type of the cavities relies on the plasmonic modes, which confines light at the 

interface of metal-dielectric.  This good light confinement at the interface of metal and 

dielectric materials has Plasmonic nanocavities attracting much attention.  

 

 

1.2 Motivation 

The aforementioned optical micro- and nano-structured cavities have been an integral 

part of the mainstream research topics recently – nanophotonics.  Nanophotonics is a 

research field that discusses light behavior at the nano-scale, and it states that optical 
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waves behave very different from light propagating in free space.  The reasons for 

such large amount of attention on nanophotonics are shown in the following: 

 

1. Free spectral range modification 

By changing the physical dimensions of cavities from the meter and millimeter scale 

down to the micrometer and nanometer dimension, free spectral range (FSR) of optical 

resonators will increase, and therefore indicating that FSR is inversely proportional to 

the cavities’ dimensions.  This light manipulation helps increase Finesse and FSR, as 

well as helps manage the number of modes within a certain spectral window of interest. 

 

2. Highly confined optical field distribution 

Instead of in relative large scale cavities, light can be tightly confined in micrometer 

and nanometer scale cavities with reasonably high quality factors (Q).  This tight 

optical confinement leads to localized optical field with high light intensity.  Such high 

light intensity concentration in the subwavelength cavities allows ones to excite the 

nano and microscale objects very efficiently with intense light. 

 

3. Enhanced light-matter interaction 

Based on intense light concentrating on nano- and micro-scale cavities, enhanced 
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light-matter interaction in both the strong and weak coupling regime can observed in 

the nanostructured cavities 19, 22-31.  For the strong-coupling regime, according to Box 

1 in the reference 2,  

∝ , ∝                          (1)  

, where n0 indicates the saturation photon number, N0 represents the critical atom 

number, V the mode volume, and Q the quality factor of the cavities.  To achieve 

strong light-mater interaction, both n0 and N0 are expected to be less than unity.  

Therefore, cavities with small mode volume V and high quality factor Q would be 

desirable to observe strong coupling.  On the other hand, in the weak coupling regime, 

keeping light confined in nanometer and micrometer scale cavities enhances 

spontaneous emission.  The Purcell spontaneous emission enhancement factor 

describes the degree of spontaneous emission enhancement compared to emitters in 

free space. The Purcell factor is proportional to Q/V 32, 33, and therefore, the smaller 

cavity size, the stronger the light-matter interaction and more pronounced light 

manipulation.  

 

 

1.3 Applications 

Light manipulation in micro- and nano-structured cavities can be applied to a variety of 
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applications.  First, since the miniature size of the cavities leads to a large FSR and 

high Finesse, it provides a large operation bandwidth for devices such as 

interferometers, spectrometers, color filters, and optical add-drop modulators (OADM).  

Large FSR and high Finesse are also good for laser applications because of less mode 

competition, less mode hopping effect, and better beam quality. 

 

Second, a tightly confined optical field results in an optical image and light spot size 

close to or even beyond the resolution limit.  It opens up the possibility of 

super-resolution imaging that could be particularly useful for photolithography 34-37.  

Current achievable resolution is sub-20nm.  Moreover, since some specially designed 

nanostructured cavities can trap light very efficiently, they can act as good photon 

absorbers and light harvesting nanostructures 38-40 and even nanoscale solar 

concentrators 41, 42.   

 

Third, increased light-matter interaction in nanostructured cavities alters light behavior 

and further leads to coupling between light and materials, particles, and even atoms.  

Nanostructured cavities can be used to study cavity QED and quantum information.  

Furthermore, the Purcell effect determines the spontaneous emission rate and control 

over the photonic density of states (PDOS).  The manipulation of spontaneous 
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emission is a very important and necessary effect in real applications 11, 43.  Enhanced 

spontaneous emission intensity can be used for light emitters to create ultra-bright 

light-emitting diodes and brightness-enhanced fluorophores 23, 44, 45.  On the other hand, 

suppressed spontaneous emission can be used to achieve ultra-efficient light sources by 

removing the unwanted modes and emission at unwanted wavelengths 8, 46. Therefore, 

nanostructured cavities have a wide variety of applications.   

 

 

1.4 Chapter overview 

As described in the previous sections, micro- and nano-structured optical cavities have 

the ability to manipulate the spectrum, confinement, and the light-matter interaction at 

optical frequencies.  These light manipulation effects allow for many applications and 

possibilities.  The objective of this thesis is to investigate these light manipulating 

effects in nanostructured cavities.  Furthermore, the second goal is to apply these 

effects to improve the efficiency of microcavity lasers for photonic integrated circuits 

and achieve better color filters at visible wavelengths for LCD TVs.   

 

In the chapter 2, nanostructured microdisk cavities are introduced.  These cavities are 

shown to be capable of multichannel lasers for reducing the cost of light sources in a 
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DWDM system.  Based on simulation and experiment, these cavities also demonstrate 

that the spontaneous emission coupling factor into lasing modes (β) will be enhanced 

more than 3 times.  The discussion is followed by explaining the enhanced β based on 

spontaneous emission control. 

 

In the chapter 3, plasmonic metal-insulator-metal (MIM) nanoresonators are introduced.   

By carefully choosing the period of the nanoresonators from 240nm to 360nm, one can 

achieve color filtering over the entire visible spectrum.  Also, the designed color filters 

can achieve ultra-high resolution and behave as good polarizers.  These indicators 

clearly show that the proposed plasmonic devices are capable of acting as commercial 

color filters in LCD TVs.   

 

In the chapter 4, for further achieving better color purity control and higher 

transmission, another plasmonic color filter design is demonstrated in simulation and 

experiment.  We are able to achieve transmission efficiency up to 80% with a 

full-width at half-maxima (FWHM) of 20nm.  The mechanism of FWHM tunability of 

the transmission peak is demonstrated.  Moreover, these color filters are further 

fabricated as 2-inch devices to demonstrate the possibility of commercialization and 

manufacturability.  In this study, we also identify a potential problem on this design – 
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angle sensitive color response in the discussion, which will be solved in the design in 

the chapter 5.   

 

In order to find a solution for long lasting problem in structural colors — angle sensitive 

color response (namely iridescence), a type of plasmonic nanostructure is proposed and 

studied in detail in Chapter 5.  This nanostructure is also proposed as reflection type 

angle-independent color filters (AICF).  This design of reflection type AICFs has wide 

color tunability and high resolution color pixels, and the most importantly, angle 

tolerance up to 80.  Experimental results of reflection type AICF further proves the 

angle tolerance and the color tunability.  Moreover, the angular response analysis is 

studied in detail in this chapter. 

 

Chapter 6, followed by the analysis and the study of the angle insensitive plasmonic 

nanostructure in the chapter 5, several designs for transmission color filters are 

proposed.  All designed plasmonic nanostructures can achieve at least 70 angle 

insensitivity.  Also, color tunability and color purity on two of the designs (Design I 

and II) are discussed in detail in the first part of this chapter.  At the second part of the 

chapter, a nanostructure design (Design III) is experimentally demonstrated to show the 

possibility of angle insensitive color filters.   
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In the chapter 7, a summary of the research will be included in section 7.1, and the 

future work of the research work based on the finding in this dissertation will be listed 

partially at section 7.2.    
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Chapter 2  Photonic crystal 
microdisk (PCM) lasers 
 

2.1 Introduction and motivation 

Micodisk cavities are essential component in the optical communication, information 

storage 47 48, and optical interconnect 49.  In order to achieve densely integrated 

photonic circuits, researchers have been pursuing semiconductor lasers in miniature 

dimension 5051.  In the dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) system, laser 

light sources play important roles, and therefore the efficiency of lasers is important.  

To make high-efficiency light sources, high spontaneous emission coupling factor (β) is 

one of the keys.  One approach for large β is to reduce the number of modes by scaling 

down the device scale.  However, smaller diameters of the microdisk cavities lead to 

large radiation loss, which therefore increase the lasing threshold.  Current microdisks 

have unexceptional spontaneous emission coupling rate less than 15% 4 752 53 54.  

Therefore, microdisk light emitting devices that have large β are important to pursue for 

better-performing light sources for photonic integrated circuits (PIC).   

 

Moreover, cost of light sources for WDM and DWDM systems on the future photonic 

integrated circuits is important. One of the common approaches to multi-channel light 
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sources in WDM and DWDM is multiple devices with single wavelength channel 

operation.  This scheme complicates the real photonic device integration and further 

increase cost.  Therefore, cost effective multi-channel light sources are on demand. 

 

Here we propose a concept of microcavity laser design based on microdisk cavities that 

are capable not only of large β but also of multi-channel light sources on single device 

with controllable light source channel spacing.  In this work, we first introduce the 

proposed structure and simulated β control based on Finite difference time domain 

(FDTD) method. This structure is able to achieve small device diameter of 1.22D/λ 

with mode volume 0.06λ3.  Secondly, we experimentally demonstrate this design at 

room temperature, and characterize that the demonstrated device has spontaneous 

emission coupling rate (β) of 50% for two disks. Forth, we discuss controllable channel 

spacing from1nm to 5nm regarding to the geometrical change.  Finally, we conclude 

this work with the performance and the vision of the design. 

 

 

2.2 Methods and Results 

The laser cavity design is illustrated in Figure 2.1(a).  First we performed the mode 

distribution of a two-stack photonic crystal microdisk cavity with diameter of 1.2μm 
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and an undercut of 300nm using finite difference time domain (FDTD) method.  By 

tweaking the top and bottom disks with thickness being different, we are able to control 

number of modes within the gain spectrum.  In this case, we first design single optical 

mode within TE-dominant quantum-well gain spectrum.  Within the full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) of the InGaAs quantum well gain spectrum from 960nm to 980nm, 

it supports a single WGM mode TE(9,1) at wavelength of 970nm.  Fig. 2.1 also shows 

the top view of the mode profiles of WGM TE(9,1).  Another mode is located at 

995nm, which is far away from the FWHM of the gain spectrum.  We further 

investigate the enhanced coupling rate of the emitter emission into the lasing mode in 

the proposed device design based on FDTD simulation 52 53.  Dipole emitters are 

placed at various radial positions in the microdisk to probe the position dependence of 

the coupling rate.  The coupling rate of spontaneous emission into WGM mode (β) as a 

function of position with respect to radius (R) is shown in the Figure 2.1(b).  First, it 

indicates that, when an emitter is close to the microdisk center, the coupling rate 

declines.  The emitter at the radial position of 0.15R has half the coupling rate 

compared to that at 0.75R.  Second, emitters couple to the two stack photonic crystal 

microdisk cavity much more effectively than coupling to a single disk.  At any position 

away from the center of the disk more than 0.35R, a two-stack device has coupling rate 

of 0.45, which is almost three times higher than the reported β 52 53 4 7.   
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We design and fabricate the multiple stack microdisk lasers shown in Figure 2.1(a) on a 

substrate with GaAs/AlGaAs stack structures, which have two InGaAs quantum wells 

located at the middle of the top GaAs layer.  The epitaxial structure GaAs/InGaAs 

QWs/GaAs /Al0.75Ga0.25As /GaAs/ Al0.75Ga0.25As was grown with metal-organic 

vapour-phase epitaxy (MOVPE) technique on an n+ GaAs substrate by Landamark 

Technology Company.  Two quantum wells (QWs) are located at the center of the top 

GaAs stack.  AlGaAs is selectively etched to make air gap as the low index layer of the 

PCM.  A scanning electron micrograph image of the fabricated laser device shows in 

Fig. 2.1(c).  To fabricate the device, first a 300nm oxide film is deposited with 

plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD).  Then the electron beam 

lithography (EBL) is performed, followed by Ni deposition and a lift-off process.  The 

resulting Nickel disk pattern is used as a hardmask in the following dry etching of the 

whole stack with inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE).  The 

PCM structure is realized with the final step of selective etching of Al0.75Ga0.25As in 

dilute buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF).  
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factor into lasing mode based on FDTD method  (c) Scanning electron micrograph 

image of PCM laser. 

 

The measurement setup is a micro-luminescence (μ-PL) system.  A Ti:Sapphire pulsed 

laser excites the active region of the laser device through an objective lens (NA=0.9).  

The diameter of the pumping beam is focused down to 5μm.  The signal is then 

collected by the same objective lens and is delivered to a monocrhometer equipped with 

a cooled InGaAs detector. 

 

We demonstrated a single mode PCM laser with a disk diameter of 1.2μm at room 

temperature.  The photo-luminescence (PL) spectra below and above threshold are 

presented in the logarithmic scale in the Fig. 3(a).  Single mode lasing is observed at 

wavelength of 969nm, in good agreement with the simulation.  The 3dB bandwidth is 

1.2nm, corresponding to active Q of 890.  Moreover, the clear cavity peak with 

suppressed broad spontaneous spectrum below threshold verifies that the spontaneous 

emission is dominated by the lasing WGM mode in the PCM structure.  Also, the 

broadband background signal from 960 to 1000nm on the same curve indicates that in 

two-stack PCM the spontaneous emission into vertical direction is not perfectly 

suppressed.  By integrating the intensity spectrum within the lasing peak, the threshold 

curve is presented in Fig. 3(b).  The threshold of the two-stack PCM laser is 16mW.  
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The purcell factor F and spontaneous emission coupling efficiency β can be fit 

simultaneously 55 based on the rate equations 56, shown in Fig. 3(b). In the fitting, 

τsp=2ns, vs=2×104 cm/s, and G=2100 vg ln(N/1.81018), where vg is group velocity of 

light. The colored solid curves in this graph are calculated in log-log scale for purcell 

factor of 5.3, whereas the threshold curve in the logarithmic scale is depicted with 

triangular marks in this figure.  β of the two-stack PML is fitted to be 0.5.  This β 

value is enhanced 3 times than the typical value 0.15 for a single microdisk cavity 4.  

This increasing β can be explained in the following.  The suppression of photonic 

density of state (PDOS) in vertical direction helps improve the spontaneous emission 

coupling rate into WGM lasing mode.  This experimental result matches with the 

calculated spontaneous emission coupling efficiency 0.45.   

 

The β value enhancement is attributed to suppression of the photonic mode density. It is 

modified effectively by truncated 1D PhC structure 57. The detail will be elaborated in 

the following section. 
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To explain the large β in PCM, we dive into what causes low β in the conventional 

microdisk cavities.  The primary reason for small β of WGM in microdisks is strong 

competition between lasing and nonlasing Fabry-Perot modes (see Appendix I).  

Clearly, to significantly improve β of the lasing WGM mode, suppressing radiation into 

all the undesirable modes becomes crucial.  This can be done by reducing spontaneous 

emission rate .  According to Fermi’s golden rule 58, manipulation of the 

photonic density of states controls spontaneous emission.  Therefore, large β to the 

lasing mode can be achieved by minimizing the mode density of the other competing 

and non-lasing modes, e.g., the Fabry-Perot (FP) modes in microdisk cavities. 

 

Theoretically, the mode density can be modified effectively even by truncated 1D PhC 

57, where the PhC structure is terminated by a bulk material with only finite pairs.  

Herein we first quantitatively investigate the mode density modification in a 1D PhC 

with different high-index and low-index pairs.  Based on COMSOL simulation and 

calculation in 59, the mode densities with various numbers of the 1D PhC pair show in 

Fig. 2.3(a).  As expected, the DOS in a single disk is flat within the spectrum of 

interest, and therefore does not have effect on mode density suppression.  This result 

indicates that, instead of coupling into lateral propagation modes, photons in a single 

stack microdisk prefer to emit through the channel of Fabry-Perot modes along vertical 
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direction.  Therefore, it leads to reducing the spontaneous emission in the WGM 

modes.  In contrast, 1D PhC with more than two pairs of high-low index stacks can 

strongly suppresses the density of states (DOS) along the vertical direction between the 

wavelength of 870nm and 1000nm, where it is located in the quasi-photonic bandgap.   

 

To experimentally prove this idea, we conducted a micro -photoluminescence (μPL) 

measurement on a device shown in Fig. 2.3(b).  The device is fabricated with selective 

wet etching of the AlGaAs layer to form undercut structures. The region with undercut 

forms truncated PhC due to large refractive index difference between the GaAs layers 

and the air gaps. The sample is measured with an excitation laser (Ti:Sapphire pulse 

laser) at region I and region II. By using the signal from region II as reference (detail in 

Part 3 of supplementary material), the density of states (DOS) in region I is 

characterized by the ratio of the signal from region I to that from region 2.  Fig. 2.3(c) 

shows the calculated and measured ratio of DOS between region I (two pairs of 

GaAs/air stacks) and II.  Both simulation and experiment show a spectrum valley 

between 900nm and 990nm.  This is a clear evidence of DOS suppression in the 1D 

PhC structure.  The mismatch between simulation and the measurement results at 

wavelength of 975 nm might be due to refractive index change of quantum wells due to 

proximity of interband transition band not considered in the simulation.  On the other 
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spacing. However, this approach leads to narrow manufacturability tolerance for 

ring/disk size.  This precise control of the diameter of each device leads to enormous 

cost.   

 

In order to reduce the fabrication difficulty and cost, we propose that the multi-stack 

microdisk lasers that are able to adjust the lasing channel spacing by controlling the 

spacing between neighboring disks. This channel spacing control strategy is feasible 

since the epitaxial growth can achieve very accurate control. Moreover, this strategy 

reduces required space for multi-channel devices by using vertically integrated 

microdisks.  Herein, we fabricated and characterized a vertically 2-stack microdisk 

laser with same top and bottom thickness (258nm) but with no undercut into AlGaAs 

layers.  We observe splitting modes in the lasing spectrum in Figure 2.4(a).  The 

splitting modes are located at 956.5 and 961.9nm with mode spacing of 5.4nm. 

 

Figure 2.4 (b) shows calculated mode splitting evolution in regards to the thickness of 

top microdisk from 301 nm, 281nm to 261 nm, given the bottom disk thickness of 

258nm.  We observe clearly that an emerging cavity mode at shorter wavelength when 

the top disk thickness approaches the thickness of the bottom microdisk.  The resulting 

lasing mode evolution agrees well with peak shift and mode spacing in above 
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experiments. Simulations show that lasing mode is located around 970.5nm when the 

top disk is 301nm and bottom is 258nm.  On the other hand, when the top disk 

thickness reduces to 261nm, lasing modes are located at 951.2 and 957.1nm. The mode 

splitting is 5.9nm, close to the experimental spacing 5.4nm.  Additionally, mode 

splitting is determined by the thickness mismatching between top and bottom disks. 

The mode splitting from null, to 4.1nm, further to 5.9nm when top disk thickness 

decreases from 301nm, 281nm, to 261nm.  The field distribution (Hz component) is 

furthermore used to investigate the coupling between top and bottom disks.  The Hz 

field intensity for modes in Figure 2.4(c), (d), (e) indicates the cross-section view of 

field distribution of the only mode in top disk 301nm, and two coupled modes (at 

wavelength of 957.1nm and 951.2nm) in top disk 261nm, respectively. The mode 

coupling indicated in Figure 2.4(d) and (e) can be explained by coupled mode theory.  

According to coupled mode theory, mode splitting effect is not only determined by the 

degree of momentum mismatch but also by the physical separation between two 

waveguides or resonators.  The simulation also shows that the mode spacing can be 

adjusted from 5.4nm to 1nm by changing the separation thickness from 129nm to 

320nm.  Apart from the tunability of channel spacing, another important factor of 

being multi-channel devices is the equal lasing power level.  Here we also foresee the 

possibility of equal power level for application of Photonic integrated circuits in Figure 
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both the top and bottom disk thickness 258nm. (b) the calculated cavity mode spectrum 

of the 2-disk microdisk cavities with various thickness of top disk 261, 281, and 301nm, 

given the bottom disk thickness of 258nm. (c) Hz field distribution of the single mode 

at top disk thickness of 301nm (cross-ection), (d) Hz field distribution of the mode at 

957.1nm with top disk thickness of 261nm (cross-ection), (e) Hz field distribution of 

the mode at 951.2nm with top disk thickness of 261nm (cross-ection).   

 

 

2.5 Summary   

We discussed the photonic crystal microdisk laser cavities in several aspects.  First, 

this vertical 1D photonic crystals design is capable of enhancing spontaneous emission 

coupling factor into lasing modes (β) for microdisk cavities. By using 1D photonic 

crystals in microdisk structure, the spontaneous emission into unwanted modes is 

suppressed.  This β enhancement can increase the efficiency of microdisk based light 

sources and further reduce lasing threshold. Another important demonstration is that 

the mode splitting in this structure is easily achievable.  By adjusting the spacing 

between top and bottom disks, as well as the thickness difference between these two 

disks, we are able to achieve multi-channel lasing and further reduce the cost of 

photonic integrated circuits. 
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Chapter 3  Plasmonic 
nanoresonators for high-resolution 
color filtering and spectral imaging 
 

3.1 Introduction and motivation 

Apart from the resonance in dielectric cavities and their applications in chapter 2, the 

focus in this chapter is on plasmonic nanocavities.  Even though metallic nanocavities 

have high loss, plasmonic cavities have ability to confine light very tightly, which is as 

small as 20nm.  Due to this good confinement, one can achieve much smaller cavities 

than dielectric based cavities.  In this chapter, a type of plasmonic nanostructured 

cavity will be introduced and applied to be potential replacement of commercial 

pigment color filters.  

 

Surface plasmons (SPs) and related plasmonic nanostructures have gained considerable 

interest with the development of nanofabrication and characterization techniques61-67.  

SPs are essentially charge wave existing in the coupling of light to the collective 

oscillation of electrons at the metal and insulator interface.  By exploiting plasmonic 

nanostructures, such as nanohole or nanoslit arrays, efficient conversion between 

photons and plasmons can be controlled at subwavelength scale, which may provide 
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novel solutions to traditional optical processes such as color filtering and spectral 

imaging68.  Recently, these effects have been reported in a metallic nanohole array for 

filtering color by tuning the resonant transmission peaks at the visible spectrum 69.  

However, the transmission band of such filters are relatively broad and do not satisfy 

the requirement for the multiband spectral imaging.  Other approaches such as 

nanoslits combined with period grooves 70 or in a metal – insulator – metal (MIM) 

waveguide 71 also demonstrate color filtering. However, in these structures, two 

neighboring output slits have to be separated by additional structures or by specific 

coupling distances (both about several micrometers, causing attenuation due to metal 

absorption loss); therefore, the device dimension and efficiency are restricted.   

Furthermore, because of the thick metal film used in these structures, the absorption 

loss from light input and output of the MIM waveguide further decreases the device 

efficiencies to < 10 %.  Such a value does not satisfy the requirement for practical 

display applications.  Among the above efforts, filters generated by MIM waveguide 

resonators are of particular interest.  MIM waveguide geometries have the ability to 

support SP modes at visible wavelengths and have been widely investigated for various 

applications, such as guiding waves at subwavelength scale 72-75, concentrating light to 

enhance the absorption for photovoltaic applications 76, 77, achieving a near-field plate 

for super-resolution at optical frequency 78-81 or composing metamaterials for magnetic 
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resonance and negative refraction 78-81 .  In addition to enabling efficient 

subwavelength optical confinement, compared with other nanostructures, the top and 

bottom metal layers of MIM waveguides can be potentially integrated as electrodes in a 

straightforward manner in the electro-optic system, both of which can compact the 

device size. 

 

In this chapter, the design of plasmonic MIM nanoresonators capable of spectrum 

filtering for various colors across the entire visible band is demonstrated.  The design 

principle can also be applied to other wavelength range.  The key concept is to use 

nanoresonators to realize the photon – plasmon – photon conversion efficiently at 

specific resonance wavelengths.  Compared with the aforementioned spectrum 

filtering methods, our new design significantly improves transmission, narrower pass 

bandwidth and compactness.  Moreover, the filtered light is naturally polarized, 

making it very attractive for direct integration in liquid crystal displays (LCDs) without 

a separate polarizer layer. In a nutshell, this plasmonic nanoresonator based spectrum 

filtering device can reduce the number of optical components in LCDs by integrating 

polarizers, color filters, and electrode into single device. 
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3.2 Design of plasmonic nanoresonators for color 

filtering 

Figure 3.1(a) presents the schematic diagrams of the proposed nanoresonators.  For 

simplifying fabrication process, the device is designed as a subwavelength periodic 

MIM stack array on a magnesium fluoride (MgF2) transparent film with period P.  For 

each MIM stack, a 100 nm-thick zinc selenide (ZnSe) layer is sandwiched by two 40 

nm-thick aluminum (Al) layers, wherein the thickness of the dielectric core is 

determined on the basis of the spatial extension of SP waves inside the ZnSe layer at the 

visible spectrum.  The 100 nm-thick ZnSe layer ensures the efficient coupling of SP 

modes at the top and bottom edges of the stack, whereas the 40 nm-thick Al layer 

prohibits the direct transmission of the incident light. The duty cycle of the stack array 

is about 0.7.   

 

The bottom Al grating is used to couple selectively the incident optical wave into 

surface plasmon waveguide modes by diffraction, whereas the top Al grating efficiently 

reconverts the confined plasmons to propagating waves by scattering and transmits the 

light to the far field in the forward direction. 

 

For TM-polarized waves (the E -field is perpendicular to the Al grating direction), the 
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transverse magnetic plasmon dispersion of the Al / ZnSe / Al stack array is plotted in 

Figure 1b .  Here we only consider the normal incidence and therefore the stack period 

is related to the plasmon transverse wavevector as P = 2π /kx by the ± 1st order 

diffraction based on the momentum conservation law.  From this figure, it can be 

clearly seen that the SP antisymmetric mode has a near-linear dispersion across the 

entire visible range.  Therefore, the SP antisymmetric modes can be used as 

intermediates to couple the incident plane wave selectively in and scatter the confined 

SP modes out to the far field.  The close-to-linear dispersion made it very easy to 

design filters for any colors across the entire visible spectrum range.  As an example, 

the red, green and blue spots in Figure 3.1(b) represent the three primary RGB colors.  

They have different transverse wavevectors that correspond to specific stack periods by 

the ±1st order diffraction.  The calculated transmission spectra for RGB colors show in 

Figure 3.1(c).  The corresponding period of the stack is 360, 270 and 230 nm, which is 

well within the current micro and nanofabrication technologies feasibility.  On the 

other hand, the TE-polarized light (the E-field is parallel to the Al wire direction) does 

not support the excitation of SP modes and thus there is no obvious light conversion 

process.  As a result, the TE-polarized light is strongly suppressed at resonance 

wavelengths and the transmissions are extremely low.  This indicates that the proposed 

transmission color filters can simultaneously function as polarizing optical components, 
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Figure 3.1 Plasmonic nanoresonators formed by MIM stack arrays. (a) Schematic 

diagram of the proposed plasmonic nanoresonators. The white arrow represents the 

incident white light and the red, yellow, green and blue arrows represent the transmitted 

filtered light from the different stack arrays. Grey, pink and blue in the structure 

indicate the material of aluminum (Al), zinc selenide (ZnSe) and magnesium fluoride 

(MgF2) respectively.  Inset is the scanning electron microscopy image of the fabricated 

device and white scale bar represents 1μm.  (b) Plasmonic waveguide dispersios in 

MIM stack array. Red, green and blue dots correspond to the case of filtering primary 

RGB colors.  Red and blue curves correspond to anti-symmetric and symmetric modes 

respectively.  The shaded region indicates the visible range. (c) Simulated 

transmission spectra for the RGB color filters.  The solid and dash curves correspond 

to TM and TE illuminations respectively.  The stack period for RGB filters is 360, 270 

and 230 nm.  (d) Cross-section of the time-average magnetic field intensity and 

electric displacement distribution (red arrow) inside the MIM stack at a peak 

wavelength of 650 nm with 360 nm stack period.  The colors on the right side represent 

the constitutive materials, defined as in (a).   

 

Figure 3.2(a) shows the optical microscopy images of the seven 10 μm by 10 μm 

square-shaped plasmonic color filters illuminated by the white light.  The filters are 

fabricated using focus ion beam (FIB) milling of a deposited Al / ZnSe / Al stack on an 

MgF2 substrate.  The color filters have the stack period changing from 200 to 360 nm, 

corresponding to the color from violet to red.  The measured transmission spectra of 

RGB filters are given in Figure 3.2(b), which agrees well with the simulation results 
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shown in Figure 3.1(c).  For TM illumination, stack arrays show the expected filtering 

behavior with absolute transmission over 50 % around the resonant wavelengths, which 

is several orders of magnitude higher than those of previously reported MIM resonators 

82.  This transmission is comparable with the prevailing pigment color filter used in an 

LCD panel, but the thickness of the plasmonic device is 1 or 2 orders of magnitude 

thinner than that of the pigment one.  The relative reduced transmission for blue color 

results from larger material loss of ZnSe in the shorter wavelength range.  The 

full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the passbands is about 100 nm for all three 

colors.  On the other hand, these devices strongly reflect TE-polarized light, as in 

wire-grid polarizers 83.  Therefore, the transmission of TE-polarized light is 

suppressed as shown in Figure 3.2(b).  This feature indicates that the structure can act 

as the roles of color filter and polarizer simultaneously, whose multi-functionality could 

greatly benefit the LCD by eliminating the need of a separate polarizer layer.  In 

addition, the conductive nature of the Al grating also implies that a separate transparent 

conductive oxide layer used in LCD module may not be necessary, as was demonstrated 

in our previous work on metal-wire-based transparent electrodes 84, 85. 

 

Besides the standard square color filters, one can use different nanoresonator arrays to 

form arbitrary colored patterns on a micrometer scale.  As a demonstration, a 
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Figure 3.2  Plasmonic color filters.  (a) Optical microscopic images of seven 

plasmonic color filters illuminated by white light. Scale bar: 10 μm.  (b) 

Experimentally measured transmission spectra of three fabricated color filters 

corresponding to the R, G, and B colors.  The circle and triangle correspond to TM and 

TE illuminations respectively.  (c) Scanning electron microscopy image of the pattern 

‘ M ’ formed by two stack periods. The periods of the navy blue background and the 

yellow character are 220 and 310 nm, respectively.  Scale bar: 3 μm. (d) Optical 

microscopy image of the pattern illuminated with white light.   

 

 

Inspired by the clear-cut color at the sharp corner of University of Michigan logo, we 

further address the following question: how many slits are necessary to render the color 

filtering effect?  We performed simulation and experiments to investigate the 

relationship between the slit number and the filtering effect.  The inset of Figure 3.3 

shows the microscope images of the samples with 2, 4 and 6 slits (which means 1, 3, 

and 5 stacked nanoresonators from the bottom to the top) for green and red color filters. 

The center-to-center distance between the neighboring slits for green and red filters is 

270 and 360 nm, respectively, with slit width about 80 and 100 nm.  Amazingly, even 

the structures with only two slits (or single nanoresonator) exhibit distinct colors.  

With more slits, the green and red colors become better defined and much brighter. This 

conclusion agrees well with the simulation results shown in Figure 3.3.  This 
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green and red filters with 2, 4, 6 and infinite number of slits.  The circle, triangle, 

diamond and star correspond to the structure with 2, 4, 6 and infinite slits respectively.  

Inset shows the optical microscopic images for the case of 2, 4 and 6 slits (namely, 

single, three, and five MIM stacked resonators, and slit number increases from bottom 

to top).   

 

 

3.3  Plasmonic nanoresonators for spectral and 

polarimetric imaging 

By gradually changing the periods of the plasmonic nanoresonator array, we also 

design and demonstrate a plasmonic spectroscope for spectral imaging.  Figure 3.4(a) 

shows the fabricated device consisting of gradually changing period from 200 to 400 

nm that covers all colors across the visible spectrum.  When illuminated with white 

light, the structure becomes a rainbow stripe, with light emitting from the stack array, as 

shown in Figure 3.4(b).  Plasmonic spectroscopes can disperse the whole visible 

spectrum in just a few micrometer distances, which are orders of magnitude smaller 

than the dispersion of the conventional prism-based device.  This feature indicates that 

the color pixels formed by these structures could provide ultra-high spatial resolution 

for application in multiband spectral imaging systems.  Our thin film stack structures 

can be directly integrated on top of focal plane arrays to implement high-resolution 
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spectral imaging, or to create chip-based ultra-compact spectrometers.   

 

All structures discussed so far only consist of 1D linear slits (that is, a slit in the same 

direction).  Here, we design a 2D micro-scale spoke structure that has slits in different 

orientations and a gradual change of slit spacing to further investigate spectral and 

polarimetric imaging responses.  The spoke structure, as depicted in Figure 3.4(c), 

consists of 96 slits that form a circular ring.  Each slit is 3 μm in length and 50 nm in 

width, and the inner and outer radius of the ring is about 3 and 6 μm.  The spacing 

between neighboring slits changes from 200 nm from the center to 400 nm towards the 

outer edge of the ring, covering all colors across the visible range as the above linear 

spectroscope. Figure 3.4(d) shows the polarimetric response of the spoke with different 

illuminations.  When the spoke is illuminated with unpolarized white light, the 

transmitted light forms a complete rainbow ring.  However, if the illumination is the 

polarized light and the polarization is rotated, a clear dark region appears along the 

polarization direction. This is because of the absence of excited SPs in the polarization 

direction, and thus the transmission is extremely low, which is consistent with the TM 

coupling discussed earlier. Therefore, this 2D spoke structure, when used with an 

imaging device, could provide real-time polarimetric information in spectral imaging, 

or it can be used as a microscale polarization analyzer.   
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3.4  Discussion and summary 

Human eyes typically have a resolution limit of about 80 μ m at 350 mm. Therefore, we 

can use these plasmonic nanoresonators to build colored ‘ super-pixels ’ that are only 

several micrometers in a lateral dimension and are much smaller than the resolution 

limit of the human eyes. At present, this lateral dimension is also 1 – 2 orders of 

magnitude smaller than the best high-definition color filters currently available. 

Furthermore, these plasmonic devices have a longitudinal thickness that is 1 – 2 orders 

of magnitude thinner than that of colorant ones, which is very attractive for the design 

of ultrathin panel display devices. 

 

Besides the slim dimensions, the nature of the polarization dependence of plasmonic 

resonators is also attractive. This feature not only benefits the applications in LCD by 

eliminating the need of a separate polarizer layer, but can also be used for extracting 

polarimetric information in spectral imaging. 

 

In summary, we proposed and demonstrated plasmonic nanoresonators to disperse light 

with high efficiency spectrally. By arranging different resonators, arbitrary colored 

patterns on a micrometer scale are achievable. These artificial structures provide an 

opportunity for display and imaging devices with a higher spatial resolution, as well as 
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much smaller device dimensions than those currently available. The design principle 

can be easily expanded to other wavelength ranges for multispectral imaging. 
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Chapter 4 Metallic resonant 
waveguide grating (MRWG) color 
filters 
 

4.1 Motivation of color filters for LCD TV 

The aforementioned works 5, 87 demonstrate that plasmonic color filtering is a 

promising technology to improve visual display devices. There is room to improve 

current color filters.  Pigment color filters in LCD industry are costly.  Out of tens of 

components, manufacturing cost of pigment color filters accounts for 20-30% of the 

total LCD TV cost.  The large amount of cost on color filters is due to complicated 

manufacturing process.  Figure 4.1 shows the process flow for color filters 88, and the 

manufacturing process requires more than 20 process steps.  Another issue of current 

pigment color filters is absorption loss.  Currently only 6% light from back light unit 

(BLU) reach out of the visual display device, and part of the loss is due to color filters.  

Colorants pass the wavelength of interest but absorb energy out of this wavelength 

window.  The absorption process reduces the amount of light that can be recycled.   
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4.2 Design and results 

The design shows in Figure 4.2(a).  The metallic grating is placed on a stack of 

dielectric layers on glass substrate.  The stack of thin film contains buffer layer and 

waveguide layer, the refractive index of which are 1.5 (silicon dioxide) and 2.0 (silicon 

nitride), respectively.  The filtered color across the entire visible spectrum can be 

achieved by controlling the period of grating.  Moreover, the linewidth of the 

transmission resonance can be adjusted from 10nm to 50nm by changing the thickness 

of buffer layer.  This structure is originated from dielectric resonant waveguide grating 

(DRWG).  DRWG is an optical element which consists of a dielectric grating and 

waveguide structure that allows light diffracted by the grating to couple into the 

waveguide modes89, 90.  Because the dielectric medium is lossless and transparent, 

transmission spectrum of the DRWG is notch-type with extremely narrow resonance 

band, typically smaller than 1 nm.  This characterization makes it very useful in the 

signal processing and biosensing applications.  On the other hand, MRWG structure 

has the subwavelength grating made of metal rather than dielectric medium. Therefore, 

it can excite the surface plasmons and couple with the waveguide modes to realize color 

filtering. Not like DRWGs, the MRWG structure has a wider resonance bandwidth due 

to the metal loss, about several tens of nanometers.  This MRWG still has narrower 
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resonance linewidth than other types of plasmonic color filters.  Such bandwidth is 

suitable for the purity of the filtered color required for optical applications.  

Theoretically, the resonance linewidth can be tunable from 50 to 15nm, shown in 

Figure 4.2(b).   

 

To realize this design, we fabricated these RGB color filters using the following process. 

The glass substrate is cleaned and then 40nm aluminum is deposited on the top.  The 

PMMA A2 resist is spun and patterned using Raith 150 Ebeam lithography system to 

have grating patterns with period of 300, 350, 400nm and the gap size from 50nm.  

Afterwards, the aluminum is etched with patterned PMMA as a mask and appropriate 

mixed ratio of BCl3 and Cl2 etching gas.  The final grating shows in Figure 4.2(c).  We 

set up a measurement system based on the scheme of inverted microscope equipped 

with a Nikon D3000 DLSR camera and a spectrometer.  The measured spectra and 

color response results for RGB design show in Figure 4.2(d) and (e). Moreover, the 

resonance bandwidth in MRWG filter can be tuned by changing the thickness of the 

buffer layer, which would further increase its practicality 91. 
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Figure 4.2 (a) Schematic of the metal resonant waveguide grating. (b) the simulated 

spectrum with the bandwidth between 15nm and 50nm by changing buffer layer 

thickness from 0 to 100nm. (c) SEM top view of the fabricated device with period of 

300nm and gap of 54nm. (d) Normal incidence transmission images and (e) measured 

spectra for three square arrays of metal resonant waveguide gratings for blue, green, 

and red colors. The grating periods are 300, 350, and 450 nm, respectively, with 0.25 

duty-cycles. The thicknesses of the silica buffer layer and silicon nitride waveguide 

layer are 50 and 100 nm, respectively 

 

We showed in Figure 4.2(d) that the bandwidth of the resonance can be as small as 

30nm. This design guarantees outstanding color purity.  However, a potential problem 

is that we will have low total transmission and low color gamma by using this structure. 

This is an issue to prevent plasmonic color filters being commercialized.  The reason is 

the trade-off between color purity and total transmission.  In order to reduce the impact 

of total transmission, we have to design a set of RGB color filter that has good color 

purity, as well as reasonable total transmission.  Collaborating with Samsung 

electronics, we designed this structure for potentially replacing the current pigment 

type color filters.  The design is in the following Figure 4.3 (a).  First, silver is chosen 

as plasmonic metal.  The periods for blue, green, and red are 240, 320, and 420nm, 

where the gaps are 50, 80, and 110nm, respectively.  The corresponding spectra for 

blue, green, and red are shown in Figure 4.3(b). 
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Figure 4.6 (a) Color and manufacturing demonstration of blue, green, and red MRWG 

color filters on a single 4 inch glass wafer. (b), (c), and (d) shows non-ideal trench 

linewidth after lift-off process leads to side resonance peak effect in the visible 

spectrum for blue, green, and red color filters, respectively.   

 

However, this structure has a drawback of the angle sensitive color response.  The 

main reason is the grating coupling mechanism. Grating coupling method is the bridge 

between free space light and bounded modes. To achieve this coupling, momentum 

along the propagating surface plane has to be conserved, which leads to the equation: 

, where ksp, klight, and kgrating are the momentum of plasmonic 

guided modes, momentum from Bloch theory, and incident light momentum along 

plasmonic mode propagation direction, respectively.  To further make this equation 

explicit, the previous equation becomes the following equation:  sin , 

where kinc, θ, and  indicates momentum of incident light, incident angle, and period of 

grating.  It is clear that the momentum matching condition changes with incident angle, 

and therefore iridescence comes along with most plasmonic structures.  This issue will 

be discussed in detail and addressed in the next chapter.   
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4.4 Summary 

High resolution, slim dimension, and better power management are final goals for the 

development of visual display technologies.  Typically, human eyes have a resolution 

limit of about 80 μm at 350 mm.  By using plasmonic resonance, color filters can 

achieve subwavelength resolution for future high resolution applications.  Moving 

toward commercialization, we need to focus on two aspects: first, the further 

improvement of their optical performances, i.e. transmission efficiency, color purity, 

and the incident angle-independency.  Second is to develop a more efficient, 

high-throughput nanofabrication method to realize mass production with low costs.  In 

this chapter, plasmonic based MRGW color filters are demonstrated to be 

manufacturable in large scale (2 inches), and this work paves the way for the 

commercial application of plasmonic color filters. 
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Chapter 5 Study of wavelength 
tunable and angle-robust plasmonic 
spectrum filtering 
 

5.1 Introduction and motivation 

In the chapter 3 and 4, we have focused on color filtering effect based on plasmonic 

nanostructures. The structural colors are important for the liquid crystal display (LCD) 

industry.  Structural color filtering is regarded as an attractive replacement for colorant 

pigmentation filtering.  Such chemical pigments are vulnerable to a variety of 

processing chemicals, cannot withstand constant illumination with strong light 

intensities, and require extensive multilayer processing to pattern individual pixels5, 87, 

92.  Inspired by natural color filtering, as found in the wings of Morpho butterflies 

and the feathers of peacocks87, 93-96, many designs have been developed based on 

photonic crystals 97, 98 and plasmonic nano-structures5, 69, 70, 87, 99, 100.  However, the 

iridescence of these devices leads to drastic changes in color with different incident 

angles of light, which is an important issue to be solved.  For plasmonic 

nanostructures, this angle dependence is directly related to surface plasmon polariton 

(SPP) excitation via grating coupling5, 82, 87, 99, 101.  This has led to high coupling 

efficiencies102, but is inherently angle-dependent due to momentum matching 
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conditions.  Overcoming this angle-dependent spectrum response will allow these 

structural filters to be integrated into practical applications such as high resolution 

visual displays, miniature hyperspectral imaging, and high sensitivity sensors103-105. 

 

To obtain angle-insensitivity, one has to avoid relying on grating coupling for 

plasmonic mode excitation.  In contrast to grating coupling, plasmonic based 

resonators and antennas have been demonstrated as candidates for structure 

colors106-110.  Additionally, horizontally deployed plasmonic antennas and resonators 

have gained attention on angle insensitive spectrum filtering response in Near-IR, 

Mid-IR, and THz band 18, 39, 111.  However, as pointed out by Kumar et. al.96, 

increasing the density of these plasmonic resonators is necessary to effectively scatter 

light to viewers’ eyes (or detector) at visible wavelengths. In order to increase the 

scattering efficiency and generate more vivid colors, a vertical plasmonic resonator 

array has been realized with specially designed periodicity.  

 

In this design, light funneling into periodic nanoslits is exploited to generate strong 

absorption for transverse magnetic (TM) polarized incident fields 112-114.  Utilizing 

light funneling, extremely small physical dimensions have large scattering cross 

sections, and therefore possess plasmonic mode coupling with efficiency comparable 
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to that of grating coupling. In this letter, we theoretically and experimentally study 

angle robust optical devices with near-perfect absorption, as large as 96%, in the 

visible spectrum.  Moreover, wide color tunability throughout the entire visible 

spectrum and pixel size beyond the diffraction limit are demonstrated.  We also 

suggest a design principle for angle-robust reflection by investigating the angular 

response of the reflection spectra with respect to the periodicity of arrayed 

one-dimensional structures.  We further discuss the influence of periodicity on field 

confinement within the nano-cavities, and conclude through discussion of a variety of 

applications for angle robust field confinement and spectrum filtering.  

 

 

5.2 Methods 

Simulations and experiments in this letter, broad band and collimated light 

illumination in the wavelength range λ=400-800nm is supplied as the input signal, and 

the reflected signal is collected at an angle corresponding to the 0th order reflection.  

The simulation is performed using finite difference time domain (FDTD) method for 

the field distribution details and rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) is used to 

calculate the angle resolved reflection and absorption spectra.  It is also noticed that 

the angle we are investigating is defined in Appendix 2. 
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The device is fabricated through use of nanoimprint lithography (NIL), reactive ion 

etching (RIE), and metal deposition. To fabricate these devices a template is first 

created in a fused silica substrate through reactive ion etching (RIE) and then Ag is 

sputter deposited at onto the silica grating conformally covering the etched silica 

walls.  The fused silica substrate was chosen due to its desirable refractive index in 

the visible spectrum and Ag was chosen because of its desirable plasmonic 

characteristics in the visible regime.  

 

The optical measurement is conducted using two systems to obtain the 

reflection/absorption spectra at normal and angled incidences.  Reflection spectra at 

normal incidence are measured using Nikon TE300 inverted microscope with a 

halogen lamp for the light source. Reflection spectra with angled incidence are 

measured from 45 to 75 (2 increment) with a J. A. Woollam M-2000 ellipsometer.  

The numerical apertures of the collection optics in both systems are as low as 0.04 to 

ensure high angular resolution. 

 

 

5.3 Design and theory 
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A schematic diagram of our plasmonic nanostructure is illustrated in Figure 5.1(a) as 

well as a corresponding SEM image of a fabricated device.  Silver (Ag) is 

conformally deposited on a fused silica grating defined with the pitch, depth, and 

width of the grating as P, D, and W respectively.   As opposed to trapping the 

incident light into surface plasmon modes through grating coupling, the dimensions 

and periodicity of the structure have been designed to concentrate the light into the 

silica nano-grooves based on a phenomena recognized as light funneling.  As light is 

incident on the nano-groove array, an induced polarization charge pair accumulates at 

the top corners of the grooves.  This charge pair acts as a dipole and further alters the 

E-field of incident light, redirecting the light into the groove.  Figure 5.1(b) shows 

this effect with a red-blue surface plot and arrow plot which represent the normalized 

polarization charge distribution induced by the scattered field21 and propagation 

direction of the field’s Poynting vector, respectively.  It is noticed that the purple 

arrows near the Ag and silica interface point toward the groove verifying this 

funneling effect.  The intensity distribution of the magnetic field |Hy|
2, under the 

funneling condition, is depicted in Figure 5.1(c) showing that the light is well 

confined in the groove at the resonant wavelength. 

 

The above angle insensitive color filtering results from the fact that light is funneled 
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into metal-insulator-metal Fabry-Perot (MIMFP) cavity modes.  By varying the 

optical path length in the MIMFP cavity through changing the width and depth of the 

nano-grooves, the resonance of the structure is able to be tuned across the entire 

visible spectrum.  The MIMFP resonant wavelength, λ, is determined by the 

effective refractive index, neff, and the depth, D, in the Fabry Perot resonance equation, 

, where m is a positive integer and neff is the effective refractive 

index of MIM waveguide modes.  The effective index is insignificantly dependent 

on the nano-groove thickness, D 24, but is highly dependent on acute changes in the 

width, W.  The effective indices, neff, are calculated for changing values in width, 

W112, 115.  For example, when W=50nm, the effective index dispersion relation of 

even modes in a MIM waveguide at insulator SiO2 thickness is found to be neff=1.85, 

1.90, and 2.02 for wavelengths of λ=620, 532, and 460nm, respectively.  When 

W=60nm, neff=1.91, 1.99, and 2.11, respectively.  This design can be integrated into 

various applications as well as accommodate different manufacturing processes, since 

there is a wide degree of freedom in modifying the filtered color by changing either D 

or W.  This dependence on optical path length, as opposed to grating coupling into 

waveguide or plasmonic modes, allows angle insensitive performance. 
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5.4 Ultra-high resolution and widely tunable color 

filtering 

The next topic is ultra-high resolution, widely tunable color filtering.  First, a 

description is given on how resonant wavelength, namely the wavelength of the 

absorption peaks (reflections dips), can be tuned throughout the entire visible 

spectrum through adjusting the groove depth D.  In this set of simulation and 

experiment, the groove width, W, and period, P, are held constant at 50nm and 180nm 

respectively.  The groove depths D corresponding to yellow, cyan, and magenta 

reflective colors are found to be 110, 130, and 170nm, respectively.  Figure 5.1(d) 

presents the simulated and measured reflection spectra (and measured absorption 

spectra in the inset) of the above three devices with different D at normal incidence 

and TM polarized light.  These devices are able to trap light as much as 96% at the 

resonance wavelength and reflect all other wavelengths.  The optical propagation 

loss in silver at shorter wavelengths is non-negligible, resulting in an 80% absorption 

peak at the shorter wavelength.  This strong absorption at the selected wavelength 

range can be exploited for high purity reflective color filtering.  

 

In addition to the color tuning based on changing D, Figure 5.1(e) shows that the three 

basic colors of the cyan, magenta, and yellow (CMY) color scheme can also be 
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image of these reflective color filters is in Figure 5.2(b).  The period, P, and depth, D, 

of each ring are held constant while the widths, W, vary from 40nm to 90nm to 

generate the different colors.  The angular dependence of these images was unable to 

be measured because of the small size of the images.  The next section presents large 

scale devices fabricated through nanoimprint lithography in which we were able to 

measure the angled reflection spectrum and confirm angle insensitivity.  With this 

technique, cyan, magenta, and yellow, as well as intermediate colors can be achieved.  

Note that the purple color from the rope held by the gymnast in the top middle ring is 

produced by two nano-grooves.  Moreover, the magenta color from the bow area is 

produced by several isolated and segmented short lines, as small as 100nm in length 

and 60nm in width, demonstrating ultra-high color resolution.  In the supporting 

information, we include simulation results to prove that even single and double slits 

have color filtering effect (Appendix 3).  This color demonstration proves that the 

proposed plasmonic structural color is capable of creating pixels with sizes beyond 

the diffraction limit of light.  This opens up the possibility of realizing super-pixels 

imaging5, in which colors are mixed between multiple super-pixels before their 

combined size is comparable to the diffraction limit.  In addition, a ring with two 

colors has been fabricated in order to present an application of the polarization 

dependence of these filters.  Figure 5.2(c) shows an image with two sets of gratings. 
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Figure 5.2 Color demonstrations with ultra-high resolution and polarization dependent 

images. (a) The SEM images and (b) optical image under white light illumination of 

fabricated colored images in the format of the Olympic rings. The full range of CMY 

colors are achieved by sweeping W from 40 to 90nm, with P and D fixed at 180nm and 

170nm respectively. (b) Shows that even a single short segmented nano-groove 

demonstrates color response. (c) Demonstrates utilizing polarization dependence to 

actively change the displayed image, where grooves with W=40 for cyan and W=60nm 

for magenta under TM illumination. 

 

 

5.5 Design rules for angle insensitivity 

The effect of periodicity on the angle robustness of these metallic nano-grooves is 

investigated here.  Given W=50nm and D=180nm, the simulated angle resolved 

reflection spectra contour plots at periods of P=140, 180, 220, and 260nm are shown 

in Figure 5.3(a), (b), (c), and (d).  Incremental changes of 40nm in the period are 

chosen to illustrate three different regimes: grating coupling, localized resonance, as 

well as cavity coupling between neighboring waveguides which is explained further in 

the next section of this letter.  Figure 5.3(a) and (d) indicate higher angle dependence 

than Figures 5.3(b) and (c).  When the period P=140nm and 260nm, the MIMFP 

resonance position shifts with increasing incident angle of light, whereas the spectra at 

the other two periods,180 and 220nm, remain at a relatively constant wavelengths 
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over all incident angles.  Furthermore, the angular behavior of absorption at the 

resonance wavelength 630nm with P= 140, 180, 220 and 260nm are presented in  

Figure 5.3(e) showing that the absorption reaches over 90% for 90 angle range with 

P=180nm.  This shows that angle independence is achieved at a periodicity of 

180nm for visible wavelengths of light.  Above or below P=180nm, the resonance 

wavelength corresponding to the absorption peak is angle dependent and therefore 

less efficient.  The angle resolved reflection spectra from angles of 45 to 75 were 

measured on various large scale fabricated devices based on nanoimprint lithography.  

Two of them are shown in Figures 5.4(a) and (b) with a period of 180nm and depths D, 

of 130 and 170nm, respectively.  A device fabricated with a period of 220nm 

exhibited angle dependence further validating this design.  The angle resolved 

reflection spectra of this device, with P=220nm, W=45nm, and D=160nm, is 

displayed in Figure 5.4(c).  25nm ∆λ is observed per 30° change in incident 

illumination angle.  This change in reflection dip is not observed at P=180nm 

(Figures 5.4(a) and (b)) showing strong agreement between measured and simulated 

spectra.  Through this analysis we conclude that a range of periods from 160nm to 

200nm has been found to possess angle robust spectrum response. 
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of incidence.  For P>200, two modes are involved in this phenomenon. MIMFP 

resonances are angle independent modes, illustrated as green straight dash lines, and 

grating assisted surface plasmon modes (GASP) generated under the Bragg coupling 

condition101 are highly angle dependent, illustrated by the red dashed lines in Figures 

5.3(a), (b), (c) and (d).  The increasing angle leads to the interaction between the 

MIMFP modes and the grating assisted surface plasmon modes (GASP) due to 

momentum matching.  For TM-polarized waves, the momentum matching equation 

for grating assisted surface plasmon resonance excitation of dielectric—metal 

interfaces is governed by the following relationship, sin  .  In 

this equation, m represents the diffraction order, Λ the period (denoted in the figures 

as P), λ the wavelength, θ the incident angle, and є1 and є2 are the permittivity of the 

metal and dielectric materials respectively. The red curves in Figures 5.3(a), (b), (c), 

and (d) extend from the ultraviolet to the visible region with increasing periodicity, 

and finally result in a strong coupling between the GASP and the MIMFP cavity 

modes.  The field distribution of this coupling will be discussed in the end of this 

letter. Moreover, Λ is found to be proportional to λ in the above equation, which 

provides a guideline of selecting the appropriate period for angle independent 

plasmonic resonance at desired wavelength bands. 
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When P<160nm, the MIMFP resonance band blue shifts at incident angles greater 

than 60.  This is due to the breakdown of the assumption that nano-groove 

structures are well separated (nano-groove size W << Period P).  When the thickness 

of the groove spacing (P-W=groove spacing) is too small, the dispersion has to be 

reconsidered due to coupling between neighboring metal-insulator-metal (MIM) 

waveguides116, 117.  Figure 5.5(a) shows the mode dispersion with respect to the 

groove spacing (P-W) and Period.  In this scheme, even and odd modes are defined 

in Figure 5.5(a), which indicate whether the field is in-phase or out-of-phase in the 

neighboring grooves, respectively.  The fields of both even and odd modes at an 

incident angle of 75 are plotted in Figures 5.5(b) and (c), respectively.  Moreover, 

the dispersion in Figure 5.5(a) clearly indicates that the splitting between even and 

odd modes increases as the groove spacing (P-W) reduces.  This trend follows the 

observation found in Figures 5.3(a) and (b) denoted by the green dashed lines and 

green dotted lines for the even and odd modes.  Only when the incident angle of light 

is large enough can the odd mode be excited instead of even mode, which causes the 

resonance shift to shorter wavelengths at incident angles greater than 60. 

 

The field distributions at the resonance wavelength for periods of 180, 220 and 260nm 

further illustrates this coupling between GASP and MIMFP modes, as shown in 
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5.6 Summary  

We have designed, fabricated and analyzed one dimensional nanostructure with 

angle-robust color response.  Light funneling is employed as a method for angle 

independent coupling into localized resonances in metallic nanoslits.  Color 

tunability across the visible spectrum and pixel size beyond the diffraction limit have 

also been demonstrated.  Through simulation and experimental confirmation, design 

principles have been developed for angle tolerant spectrum response.  Angle 

dependence has been avoided with a designed periodic structure for visible 

wavelength resonances employing MIMFP modes.  Finally, field confinement and 

manipulation within these nano-grooves induced through sub-wavelength periodic 

effects are discussed.  This device is capable of wide color tunability in the visible 

wavelength regime and can be used as a guideline for designing devices that require 

consistent performance independent of incident angles of light.  This thorough 

analysis is important for the design of the angle-robust transmission type color filters 

in the incoming chapter.  In the next chapter, the structure in the chapter 5 will be 

used as a design rule for transmission type color filters to move toward the final goal 

for replacement of pigment color filters in LCD industry.   
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Chapter 6 Wide angled transmission 
plasmonic color filters 
 

6.1 Introduction and motivation 

In the chapters 3.1, 4.1, and 5.1, the literature survey shows clearly that the transmission 

type structural colors based on plasmonic nanostructure and photonic crystals have 

become an emerging research field recently.  However, the angle sensitive color 

response in all of the aforementioned related works impedes the transmission type 

plasmonic based color filters from replacing the current pigment color filters in liquid 

crystal display industry.   

 

In chapter 5, we propose and study a plasmonic nanostructure that has angle 

independent spectrum filtering effect for reflection type color filtering.  The proposed 

structure successfully demonstrates angle tolerance as large as 80.  In order to 

further apply the angle robust design principles in the chapter 5 to plasmonic 

transmission type spectrum filtering for color filters in liquid crystal display panels, the 

plasmonic structure has to be redesigned.  Based on the chapter 5, three designs for 

angle insensitive transmission type plasmonic color filtering are proposed in this 

chapter. 
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6.2 Design I for the transmission color filters and 

its results 

The schematic of the Design I shows in Figure 6.1(a).  The design has very similar 

schematic with the reflection type color filter in Figure 5.1(a) except the SiO2 periodic 

structure (yellow region) without the top being blocked.  In this figure, the 

nanostructure is defined by the width of the nano-slits W, the height of the slits D, and 

period P.  Based on the calculation with real silver (Ag) refractive index model, the 

transmission spectra for blue, green, and red can be achieved by varying D from 70nm 

to 120nm, shown in Figure 6.1(b).  Moreover, the angle resolved spectrum simulation 

in Figure 6.1(c) shows that the resonance holds at 470nm from launching angle of 0 to 

80.  Therefore, this nanostructure design not only provides a widely tunable 

resonance through the visible region but also holds the resonance wavelength with 

viewing angle up to 80.   

 

In order to understand this transmission type plasmonic nanostructure, the field 

intensity distribution (|Hy|2) at resonance wavelength is plotted in Figure 6.1(d).  This 

mode distribution is found to share the same principle with the reflection type color 

filter – MIMFP mode.  This MIMFP resonance condition can be described as 
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Figure 6.1 (a) Schematic of transmission color filter Design I with the geometrical 

parameters defined same as Figure 5.1(a). (b) Spectra for blue, green, and red color 

based on the Design I with various height 70-120nm (c) Simulated angle resolved 

spectrum for the blue color filter, and (d) Hy field intensity distribution at resonance 

wavelength=480nm. 

 

 

6.3 Discussion – Design I 

Color tunability and color purity are two important factors of the transmission color 

filters in real application.  In this section, we would like to introduce another color 

tuning mechanism, and further discuss the color tunability and color purity issues for 

the MIMFP modes in transmission type structure based on the resonance condition 

equation in the previous section.  This resonance condition indicates that the resonance 

can be manipulated with varying , which can be achieved by changing W, the 

width of the nanoslits.  The simulation in Figure 6.2(a) demonstrates the transmission 

resonance from blue to red across the entire visible regime by changing W from 60 to 

20nm, given fixed period of 180nm.  Compared to the color tuning method by 

changing D, this method is favorable due to simple and low-cost fabrication process.  

Also, the average transmission percentage is above 70%. It is also found that the 

background at longer wavelength for each spectrum increases with W.  This 
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phenomenon causes color impurity problem on color filter application, and it will be 

elaborated in the following paragraphs.   

 

In order to investigate the relationship between large flat background and slit width W, 

a simulation is performed and demonstrated in Figure 6.2(b).  Given the fixed period P 

and the resonance wavelength , this simulation shows the transmission spectra in 

various W swept from 60nm to 20nm.  As W decreases, the flat background at longer 

wavelength is suppressed further.  When W=20nm, this background is totally 

suppressed.  To further understand this background change with W, we apply a 

MIMFP cavity like the left-handed figure in Figure 6.2(c) to be equivalent to a typical 

dielectric Fabry-Perot (FP) model in right hand side of the same figure.  It is known 

that Fabry-Perot has transmission  determined by reflection coefficient for normal 

incidence  in the following equation: .  

According to this equation, off-resonance  magnitude (which indicates background) 

is determined by the denominator.  In other words, the off-resonance  will be 

suppressed when R approaches to 1, which indicates nin has to be much larger than nout .  

However, the nin in the case of MIMFP does not always have large at longer wavelength 

due to the waveguide (WG) dispersion.  The propagation constant dispersion of the 

MIM WG (2nin/) is calculated in Figure 6.2(d), where the green dash line represents 
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the optical wave propagation constant (2nSiO2/) in silica (nSiO2=1.46).  This figure 

shows that the dispersion curve of the MIM WG has propagation constant value 18.53 

very close to that in silica material 15.46 at =700nm when W=60.  On the other hand, 

this value becomes 26.87 at =700nm when W=20nm. This conclusion indicates that 

narrower slit width W helps suppress the background transmission at longer 

wavelength, and it agrees well with the simulation results in Figure 6.2(a) and (b). 

 

The last paragraph is summarized with better background suppression performance at 

small W.  However, a trade-off between background suppression and color tunability 

is revealed in Figure 6.2 (d).  According to the dispersion calculation in this figure, W 

cannot be too small since color tunability is affected by small slit width W.  In the inset 

of Figure 6.2(d), we observe that the propagation constant dispersion has visible 

wavelength region where MIM WG has dramatically increasing waveguide 

propagation loss (imaginary part of propagation constant) at shorter wavelength, and 

the cavity resonance cannot form due to large loss in these regions. Those regions in the 

case of W=60, 40, 20nm are 400-420nm, 400-440nm, and 400-510nm, respectively.  It 

is clear that these regions will increase when W decreases.  The conclusion also agrees 

with the simulation results.  In summary, the relationship between W and lossy 

waveguide region indicates that the color tunability will be restricted if W is chosen too 
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MIMFP cavity, (d) dispersion curves of the MIM waveguide (WG) at W=20 (in blue), 

40 (in red), 60nm (in black), and the green dash curve indicates the dispersion of the nout. 

The inset shows the imaginary part of propagation constant, which indicates waveguide 

loss. 

 

By combing the studies of background suppression, color tunability, and transmission 

magnitude, we finalize a conclusion for Design I in the following: this device design 

gives an very simple and clear idea about the implementation of the angle robust 

transmission type color filters, but however, the trade-off between color purity (due to 

the flat background at longer wavelength), color tunability, and transmission magnitude 

will be challenging to meet the criteria of the LCD transmission color filters.  In order 

to improve this design, Design II is proposed in the next section.   

 

 

6.4 Design II – improved design I 

The Design I requires trade-off between the three important factors for LCD color 

filters: color purity, color tunability, and transmission magnitude.  In this trade-off, 

color purity requires small W, whereas color tunability and large transmission 

magnitude prefer large W.  Hence, this trade-off impedes this Design I from achieving 

all LCD filter requirements.  In order to achieve a plasmonic design meeting all the 
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main reason of the less robust angle tolerance is due to the fano resonance contributed 

by the two transmission pathways shown in Figure 6.8(c).  One of the pathways is the 

cavity coupling, which is defined as a dark mode in fano resonance model and is 

described in Figure 6.6. Another pathway is the light that penetrates directly through 

the bottom metal, which is considered as a bright mode.  The second pathway cannot 

be ignored when DB=30nm since the transmission through this pathway accounts for 

10-30% of the total transmission.  It has been studied in the photonic crystals structure 

that transmission and reflection type fano resonances are sensitive to the incident angle 

of light119, 120 due to the angle dependent far field interference.  Therefore, the pathway 

has to be suppressed in order to have better angle robustness of the transmission 

resonance.  The interaction of these two pathways can be seen in FDTD simulation, 

and moreover, the shape of the resonance agrees with the universal analytic equation 

for fano resonance in reference 121.  According to angle swept absorption spectrum in 

Figure 6.8(d), we can find additional information to support this argument.  The 

absorption maximum at the same wavelength dramatically increases from 30% to 90% 

around the angle of 45 degree.  It indicates that the light tends to be trapped in the front 

and back cavities due to the interference between the energy coupled from cavity 

coupling and the energy directly passes through bottom metal.   
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the performance trade-off issue, Design II decouples the trade-off factors – background 

suppression and color tunability— with Ag mirrors as reflectors at either side of 

nanocavities.  To further decrease complexity level of manufacturing process for 

plasmonic color filtering devices, design III – coupled cavity type transmission filtering 

device is proposed.  In the future, more performance and color tunability 

demonstration will be described in more detail based on the three designs in this 

chapter. 
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Chapter 7 Summary and vision 
 

7.1 Research summary 

The light manipulation effects mentioned in chapter 1 enable many applications and 

possibilities.  In this dissertation, the goal is to apply the light manipulation effects to 

improve the efficiency of microcavity lasers for photonic integrated circuits and 

achieve better performed color filters at visible wavelengths for LCD TVs.  The works 

are summarized in the following: 

 

1. Photonic crystal microdisk lasers 

In Chapter 2, we demonstrate that the multi-stack photonic crystal microdisk lasers 

provide solutions both for spontaneous emission coupling efficiency and for cost issue 

of DWDM system.   

 

The photonic crystal microdisk laser cavities are discussed in several aspects.  First, 

this vertical 1D photonic crystals design is capable of boosting spontaneous emission 

coupling factor into lasing modes (β) for microdisk cavities.  It is achieved based on 

1D photonic crystals in microdisk structure, which improves the suppression of the 

spontaneous emission into unwanted modes.  This β enhancement can increase the 
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efficiency of microdisk based light sources and further reduce lasing threshold. Another 

important demonstration is that the mode splitting in this structure is easily achievable.  

By adjusting the spacing between top and bottom disks, as well as the thickness 

difference between these two disks, we are able to achieve multi-channel lasing and 

further reduce the cost of photonic integrated circuits. 

 

2.  High efficiency transmission type color filters 

In the chapter 3, we proposed and demonstrated plasmonic nanoresonators to disperse 

light with high efficiency spectrally. By arranging resonators with different lateral 

dimensions such as metal grating period and duty cycle of the period, the resonance 

peaks can be manipulated, and furthermore, arbitrary colored patterns on a micrometer 

scale are achievable. These plasmonic structural colors provide an opportunity for 

display and imaging devices with a higher spatial resolution, as well as much smaller 

device dimensions than those currently available. The design principle can be easily 

expanded to other wavelength ranges for multispectral imaging. 

 

In the chapter 4, the main focus is to further develop a version of the plasmonic 

resonator that further facilitates commercialization of the plasmonic color filtering 

devices in LCD display technology.  Moving toward commercialization, we need to 
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focus on two aspects: one is further improvement on the optical performances of the 

devices, such as high transmission efficiency, good color purity, and large viewing 

angle tolerance.  Another aspect is to develop a more efficient, high-throughput 

nanofabrication method to realize mass production with low costs.  In the chapter 4, 

plasmonic based MRGW color filters are demonstrated to be manufacturable in large 

scale (2 inches), and this work paves the way for the commercial application of 

plasmonic color filters. 

 

3. Angle insensitive resonance spectrum on plasmonic nanostructure for spectrum 

filtering application 

Our goal is to design a novel transmission type color filter based on plasmonic 

resonance for LCD application. The plasmonic cavity designs in the chapter 3 and 4 

show very good transmission efficiency, better color purity, low cost, and 

multi-functionality.  However, angle dependent color response is an issue that has to be 

addressed by using other designs.  In the chapter 5, we propose a plasmonic 

nanocavity structure for investigating the angle tolerance issue, and it shows promising 

solution for this issue.  Moreover, in this chapter, the detailed physics of angle 

dependent color filtering effect is described.  This proposed design also performs well 

as a reflection type color filter, and this device opens up the possibility on applications 
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on other technologies such as e-paper display (EPD), high resolution index sensors, and 

nanoemitters 

 

4.  Angle insensitive transmission type spectrum filtering 

In the previous chapter, the study related to angular response color filtering provides a 

clear insight on the designing angle robust color filtering devices.  In the chapter 6, 

three plasmonic nanocavity based designs for angle insensitive transmission type color 

filters are proposed.  The Design I shows a simple nanostructure that shares the same 

working principle with the plasmonic nanocavities in the chapter 5.  In order to resolve 

the performance trade-off issue, Design II decouples the trade-off factors – background 

suppression and color tunability— with Ag mirrors as reflectors at either side of 

nanocavities.  To further make manufacturing processs simple, the design III – coupled 

cavity type transmission filtering device — is proposed.  In the future, more 

performance and color tunability demonstration will be described in more detail based 

on the three designs in this chapter.   

 

 

7.2 Future work and vision 

Light manipulation demonstrated in all the topics in this dissertation provides many 
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potential research topics and applications.  Some of the possible directions are listed 

below: 

1. E-paper display (EPD) technology based on angle insensitive reflection type color 

filters 

In the chapter 5 and appendix 3, we have shown even a single nanocavity produces 

vivid colors.  With very high resolution and good color purity, this design is possible to 

be a key component of the EPD.  Substituting the color filtering layer and back 

reflector, this plasmonic color filter will keep the whole EPD device very simple and 

slim. 

 

2. Light condenser and optical hotspot 

In the chapter 5 and 6, we have shown the optical field concentrates within the 

nanocavity very well (Figure 5.5 and Figure 6.1). The tight field confinement within the 

sub-100nm cavities results in very strong light intensity within it.  It can be used for 

plasmonic transducers for energy conversion from optical wave to heat wave, to 

mechanical deformation, and even to electronic signal.  The dielectric material has to 

be carefully chosen in order to meet the best performance both on plasmonic effect and 

on the energy that optical wave is converted to.  Currently one possibility on this future 

direction is enhanced photo-acoustic signal generation.   
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3.  Plasmonic materials 

In the Figure 6.2 (a) in chapter 6, it shows a trade-off between the color tunability and 

color purity.  This trade-off can be relaxed by using plasmonic material with larger real 

part of permittivity and small imaginary part of permititivity.  The current conclusion 

in the plasmonic society shows that the best performing plasmonic material is still pure 

metal such as silver, aluminum, and gold.  However, in order to achieve better 

performing plasmonic devices, improving plasmonic material is an important task. One 

of the options is metal alloy.   
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The dipole-field matrix element of WGM mode is 0.08, whereas those for HE(1,0) and 

HE(1,1) is 0.06 and 0.12, respectively.  Since these values are all comparable, we 

strengthen the argument of strong mode competition from vertical Fabry Perot modes 

again.   
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